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About This Game
In the dark days of the end of World War Two amidst the ruins of Berlin, one bullet can change history…
Sniper Elite V2 is an award-winning and authentic World War II sniping experience. You are elite US sniper Karl Fairburne.
Parachuted into Berlin amidst the Germans’ final stand, your mission is to prevent Nazi V2 rocket program technology from
falling into the hands of the besieging Red Army. You must aid key scientists keen to defect to the US, and terminate those who
would help the Russians.
Take advantage of authentic weaponry, learn how to stalk your targets, fortify your position, set up the shot, use your skill,
patience and cunning to achieve your mission. Stealth gameplay is the key as you find yourself trapped between two desperate
armies in a race against time.
Watch as the celebrated ‘bullet cam’ from Sniper Elite returns, bloodier and more gruesome than ever – skilful shots are
rewarded with a slow-motion flight of the bullet, then targets are graphically rendered in X-Ray as the bullet enters and destroys
your victim. Organs shred, bones splinter, teeth shatter, as the true impact of the sniper’s bullet is brought to life.
As World War Two ends and the Cold War begins, every shot counts. Use it wisely.

Key features:
Sniping Simulation - Sniper Elite V2 features detailed sniping simulation with advanced ballistics, taking into account
gravity, wind, velocity, bullet penetration, aim stability and more. Guaranteed to provide players with the most realistic
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simulation of military sharpshooting yet available.
X-Ray Kill Cam - Amazing ‘kill cam’ technology showcases what really happens when a bullet enters an enemy’s body,
allowing players to see hearts and lungs tear, livers burst, and bones shatter.
Authenticity - The game features authentic World War II Berlin locations as well as vehicles, weapons such as the
Springfield M1903 the Gewehr 43 and the Mosin-Nagant 1891/30, and uniforms modeled after the original versions.
Use the Environment - The slightest changes in the environment need to be taken into account to move into the perfect
position, observe the quarry, take the shot and slip away unnoticed.
Sniper's Choice - Players will often find themselves facing a choice of the perfect shot that leaves them catastrophically
exposed or a more difficult route that means they can continue their mission.
Multiplayer Game Types - Team Deathmatch, Deathmatch, Team Distance King, Distance King, Team Dogtag
Harvest, Dogtag Harvest and Capture the Flag.

New Content Available For Your Game!
Since its release, Sniper Elite V2 has been continually supported by Rebellion, adding new features and content - including an
additional 10 free multiplayer maps.
Four additional single-player mission packs are available for purchase, including the ultimate sniping mission - Kill Hitler. Each
DLC pack also contains 2 new authentic weapons for your arsenal.
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quot;What a waste of time" indeed. This is a very short and immensely pretentious walking simulator with hardly any gameplay
to speak of. It's basically a demo, not a game. Please do not make the mistake I made and pay full price for this so-called
"game". If you really have nothing better to do for an hour of your life, at least wait until this is massively discounted or even
made free.. My ears are gone.. This does have a relaxed mode so you dont have to worry about beatting the clock. The graphics
while a little plain get the job done and the sound is good. The game play is to match 3 tiles and they also offer puzzles every 4
or 5 levels to break up the game play a bit.
You can also get to build up your town. You can also click on your people to see what they are thinking and also look for rubies
inside your town to click on for some more extra money. A fun game.. Basically, if you like chess and want to play a fun chill
game with really good music and without all the chess BS like opening and end game theory: you should give it a try because
this will be up your alley. Real good value for the price of a starbucks coffee.. Fun game really Recommend people to get
game... C: awesome sound track BUT i think they need to update for diffrent songs if possible... the songs keep you going C:.. it
gets your brain power to really work and feel like giving up BUT once done you feel so good C:... um i played 2, 60 puzzles i
dont know if i could do 100 pieces XD it will kill me.. love rouches... and man what a game XD if bored just take the time to
play this game oh wow it hits the spot... please do an update soon !! feel like their could be like some kind of different gameplay
like survival or you know little arcade games. Complete the puzzle before time runs out but of course it would like a 20 puzzle
piece game instead of 60 :0\/. and what about having avaters to get when completing puzzles or unlockables but of course that
would mean you would need more puzzles... C>:. Super fun, but gets repetitive.. This is a great programme that does as it says
with no mistakes, it made my pc run more efficiently and more secure.. Right, having put in a lifetime of work in this, I can
simply say, this is NOT the same as the real thing
This is a simulator, not a STIMULATOR
Shove a Snake up ur bottom and you will understand what I mean
Now how do I score this? becuase it's based on me, I'll give it much points, ONLY because it shows you how to do things,
thanks for reading
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This game is WRETCHED for several reasons but the top 3 are as follows:
1. The story is.. virtually non-existant.
2. The gear imagery is glitched and projects blue and white overlay for 80% of the gear you find.. causing your character
to look like a Power Ranger on the way to a rave.
3. The text-driven dialog makes me SICK. It's not even cheesy enough to be laughable; the dialog does nothing more
than point the player from point A to B.
DO NOT buy this game. If you get it for free, remember you were warned either way. This is an atrocity to the Dungeons and
Dragons name and I am very disappointed in Wizards of the Coast for the assist with D&D - Daggerdale.. hello,
i bought the lost horizon series from steam. i do not rate graphics. with my reviews i want to show you which point and click
adventures fits to you. also, i don't rate bugs unless it can't be fixed in any kind.
- graphic-style: 3
(1 = pixel; 5 = complete 3D; 0 = comic/drawing)
- lenght: 3
(1 = short/indie; 5 = feels endless)
-difficulty: 2
(1 = beginner; 5 = expert; 0 = click-time-event)
- story: 4
(1 = linear; 5 = unexpected/wow-effect)
- funfactor: 4
(1 =boring; 5 = exciting)
- syncro: 4+
(1 = bad/quiet/lagging; 5 = excellent; 0 = only subtitles; + = german voice)

conclusion: this is a nice p&c-adventure for beginners. the story is exciting and the puzzles are not to hard, i suggest this game
everyone, who wants to try out a p&c-adventure. i had fun and i hope you will also.
___
if you want to compare my reviews to find p&c adventures for your flavour, then i would lovely invite you to follow the P&Cadventure kurator (kurator link is coming, when i finished 10 reviews). NEVER GET THIS GAME!!! You can get this trash for
free.. The time pressure is the only real driver here. There is no risk from planning different decisions or even not planning at
all.
That said, this is basically the motivation bit missing from KSP. You get to do science in space with satellites, which never
really became a major part of vanilla KSP.. Not a bad game, but not a great game. It is worth the $7 though. I like how it is a
little more in-depth than the new X-COM because I like ammo management and to be able to pick up stuff I find on the ground.
Early-Access & Multiplayer:
Hi Everyone!
PUNK-EX will be planning to launch in Early-Access on November 2nd 2018.
That's the current decision I am going for even though this might change. But right now, this is the direction for the Steam
release.
About Multiplayer
PUNK-EX already has a PVP mode but it will take time to finalize it. Currently I am removing the 'Multiplayer' label on the
game until it is 100% confirmed that the game has multiplayer mode.
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I am going to focus more on the Single-player aspect of the game before going into developing multiplayer. So whether or not
the game will have multiplayer mode is still unknown.
If anyone has any questions, feel free to ask! Thanks

. PSA - Rename bug:
Hey guys, just a friendly public service announcement. As some people may already know, the Rename feature has been bugged
for quite some time, and is still very badly bugged.
If you've run into this bug, where renaming a vehicle project causes it to open up a blank project, don't panic! Try to get in
touch with one of the moderators and we'll get it fixed up. It's a very quick and easy fix.
For those that haven't had this issue, just continue not using the Rename feature. If you need to rename something, use the Save
As button and save under a different name. This will make a copy with the name you want. Though it is highly recommended
that you save the vehicle before using Save As as well.
I hope this issue isn't a major inconvenience to anyone.
As always: Dream - Build - Enjoy. UPDATE: Quick fix for verification error pause bug:
This update fixes a bug introduced yesterday where the simulation sometimes stops because of an error that is not visible on the
verification diagrams when running at resolutions below 1920x1080.. Patch #10 (12-06-2018):
Hey guys!
Another small patch that fixes a major issue with the free camera look on Linux and some other minor issues on both platforms.
Have fun! :). Party Hard Tycoon character reveal, a lot of news coming soon:
What's going on, party giants!. Patch 1.1.3:

Fixed tooltips not working in main menu
Prevent the car from going too far in "Fast & Ravenous" level (this should really work this time!)
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. PUZZLE: CATS & DOGS is available now!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/896570/PUZZLE_CATS__DOGS/?curator_clanid=33022637. Update 0.17.4:

New weapons
The level cap of your ships can be raised
Fixed Arena bugs
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